
A board engineered for impact
BillerudKorsnäs cartonboard for premium brands

BillerudKorsnäs White – BillerudKorsnäs Artisan 
BillerudKorsnäs Light – BillerudKorsnäs Carry



Exceeding expectations 
– for premium brands
The greater environmental awareness and sustainability focus 
of conscious consumers is driving demand for cartonboard 
to replace less sustainable packaging alternatives. 
BillerudKorsnäs offers packaging producers and brand 
owners sustainable cartonboard that increases profitability 
while reducing the overall environmental impact.

At BillerudKorsnäs we are determined to make a difference. With our range 
of cartonboard products, we are proud to say we have achieved something 
special. For the first time, functionality, formability, printability and sustainability 
are combined – to exceed your customers’ demands.
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  Formability
Strong and robust cartonboard material for innovative 
formability for optimal packaging performance. Products  
with the right level of coating to offer high-end whiteness 
and surface smoothness for distinctive colours.

  Visual effects
Coated surfaces offer high-end printing surfaces for 
excellent results. 

  Lightweighting
Our material is made from natural fibres, which make it so 
strong that the packaging weight can be reduced without 
compromising performance.

  Service
Industry-leading services provide proven, tailor-made 
solutions. A dedicated team helps you decide which service 
level meets your needs best, in terms of volumes, frequencies 
and other parameters. Every detail is fine-tuned to your 
requirements.

   Smarter Packaging  
– Carton Solutions  

With tailor-made structural designs, material selections 
and surface treatments that deliver on your objectives, 
BillerudKorsnäs Carton Solutions has the resources to 
help you create sustainable, stand-out packaging. 

Download our lightweighting guide:
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With even fibre formation and uniform surface 
structure, BillerudKorsnäs cartonboard allows 
for distinctive colours, sharp details and defined 
contrast. Our sophisticated coating on bleached 
primary fibre offers high-end whiteness and 
surface smoothness.

Visual effects

Leading the way
BillerudKorsnäs cartonboard is engineered to the highest 
standards, giving you the complete material requirements 
to create something special. Our cartonboard is made 
from 100% pure primary fibres from carefully selected, 
slow-growing Nordic tree species, and is coated to ensure 
exceptional printability.

The material properties of BillerudKorsnäs cartonboard offer first-class 
converting possibilities to meet the greatest packaging demands from 
premium brands.
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Less raw material used in production means lower 
transport and warehousing requirements, adding 
up to lower cost and lower environmental impact. 
Our materials are so strong, you can often reduce 
the weight without compromising the packaging 
performance – saving costs and reducing 
environmental effect. 

Lightweight 

BillerudKorsnäs cartonboard is extremely 
strong and durable. With strength comes 
designer freedom; whether it is windows, 
embossing, tear strips or open and close 
functions, our materials are highly versatile.
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Convertibility Strength Visual effectsProduct g/m2 Pt Characteristics

BillerudKorsnäs 
White

220–400 11.2–24.4
An all-white cartonboard with a unique 
combination of extreme formability 
and outstanding print surface 

BillerudKorsnäs 
Artisan

235–380 13.6–24.8
A silky-smooth cartonboard with a 
coated top surface and an uncoated 
reverse side  

BillerudKorsnäs 
Light

250–330 14.0–18.5
A light but strong cartonboard with 
high purity

BillerudKorsnäs 
Carry

350–480 19.9–28.3
An extremely strong cartonboard for 
maximum exposure with a minimum 
material usage 

The stand-out material across every segment

Luxury 
drinks

Cosmetics & 
beauty care

Chocolate & 
confectionery

Premium 
 food

Graphical & 
media

Pharmaceutical & 
healthcareProduct

BillerudKorsnäs 
White

BillerudKorsnäs 
Artisan

BillerudKorsnäs 
Light

BillerudKorsnäs 
Carry

 Meets all requirements  

 An excellent choice in many situations

A reliable construction
At BillerudKorsnäs we understand the importance of what 
goes on between our materials. We know you require a board 
that is reliable and can be processed with predictable results. 
When it comes to the protection of contents, consumer appeal, 
environmental performance, user-friendliness and production 
feasibility, the right material is paramount.

Choosing the right material is a defining moment in the journey of 
your packaging. Compromising on just one factor can jeopardise the 
result. BillerudKorsnäs cartonboard ensures the strength required 
for creases and folds, embossing and die-cutting. The strong robust 
material provides good grip stiffness to withstand in-store handling. 
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BillerudKorsnäs White is engineered to be the 
most versatile material for premium packaging. 
Fully coated on the top side and light coated 
on the reverse side, with excellent formability 
and an outstanding print surface for embossing 
and hot foil stamping, BillerudKorsnäs White 
is the ideal material where design, shape, 
strength and sustainability are required to 
work together to provide the highest possible 
consumer impact. 

BillerudKorsnäs White 
– for premium solutions 

BILLERUDKORSNÄS ARTISAN
Featuring a light-coated topside and an 
uncoated reverse side, BillerudKorsnäs 
Artisan provides unique tactile surfaces. 
With a silky touch, this material is ideal for 
packing exclusive confectionery, health 
and beauty products, perfume and 
cosmetics.  

BILLERUDKORSNÄS LIGHT
With high compression strength, flexibility 
and moisture resistance, BillerudKorsnäs 
Light is an extremely efficient material in 
the converting process, meeting all 
purity and hygiene requirements.  
The printing surface is smooth, clean, 
effective and easy to work with,  
reproducing demanding print images 
with appealing results and is the right 
choice for dry, frozen and premium food.

BILLERUDKORSNÄS CARRY
Strong, durable and with high tear 
resistance, BillerudKorsnäs Carry has 
a fine, white-coated surface providing 
fantastic reproduction of product 
images. It is the strongest cartonboard 
on the market and is perfect for custom 
packaging, luxury beverages and 
packaging for tools, batteries and heavy 
spare parts.
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Secure tracking of your 
order to your gate

Direct order confirmation

On-time in full guarantee  

Smarter packaging services 
– Carton Solutions
Carton Solutions has the expertise, processes and the 
toolbox to take your brand’s packaging beyond the 
conventional. With our dedicated team and advanced 
lab equipment, we can develop, refine and document 
structural design proposals within two weeks of an 
agreed project brief. 

Rapid response 
Our knowledge and services are not restricted 
by geographical boundaries. Our service 
and sales team have a wealth of industry and 
material knowledge to answer your queries 
without delay.

C
ar

to
n 

Solutio
ns

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

Education & workshops

Packaging optimisation

Packaging innovation

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

World-class services – your way
Our unique services are specifically developed to align with 
all your packaging requirements. Our customer service team is 
there to ensure your operation runs as smoothly as possible by 
providing you with a dedicated contact person that can support 
you with any queries you may have.

We can create tailor-made services just for you. Our specialists are ready to 
optimise your packaging performance, or support your development project 

– making it easy to do business with us. 

S
ales and Customer Services
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Dedication
Our technical expertise is close at hand 

to help ensure your operations run as 
smoothly and efficiently as possible.

Seamless supply
To secure a reliable and seamless supply of material 
in line with your needs, we offer a range of adaptable 
supply models. Our flexibility allows for personal 
solutions and includes four delivery options. 

Technical Services

S
up

pl
y 

M
od

els

Standard service

Express service

Service level commitment

Plus service

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

Proactive consultation

Expert on-site support

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

GREEN GREY WHITE WITHOUT FRAME

Training – starting early 
In addition to our structural design and lab services, Carton Solutions offers knowledge 
sharing with its Cartonboard School and material workshops. This recognised and 
much appreciated training raises awareness and inspires participants in how stand-out 
sustainable packaging is made possible. It also provides insights into how you can 
complete your brand experience for conscious consumers.
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RESPONSIBLE 
VALUE CHAIN

  Promote responsibility from 
raw material supply and 
production to recycling

 Provide engaging workplaces 
 where safety, diversity and 
 human rights are a priority

1

2

INCREASED 
CUSTOMER VALUE

 Improve our customers’ business   
 using our knowledge of  sustainable  
 packaging solutions

 Through innovation, expand 
 the market of  renewable 
 packaging materials

3

4

SUSTAINABLE AND 
BIO-BASED SOCIETY

 Combat climate change 
 throughout the value chain

 Generate value for 
 society through global 
 and local collaboration

5

6

Genuine commitments for sustainability

Save resources with smarter 
materials and solutions
BillerudKorsnäs is a global provider of renewable packaging 
materials and solutions. Our offer is based on these first-class 
materials, value-adding services and a network of like-minded 
partners. Together we can challenge conventional packaging 
for a sustainable future.

We strive to constantly improve packaging. From protecting and preserving 
goods to creating fun, interactive consumer experiences, enhancing recycling 
and reducing environmental impact.

Our agenda includes tackling food waste, food safety, littering and reducing 
unnecessary plastics. Put in a greater context, it is about saving resources and 
developing ever smarter materials for high-performance solutions.
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BillerudKorsnäs in numbers

BUSINESS AREAS

All numbers for 2017

NET SALES 
APPROX.

22,3 

BILLION SEK

38% 

PACKAGING PAPER
Share of net sales

37% 

CONSUMER BOARD
Share of net sales

17% 

CORRUGATED SOLUTIONS
Share of net sales

EBITDA 

3,8 

BILLION SEK

4 400 

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

8 

PRODUCTION UNITS
(Packaging paper, consumer board, 

containerboard and pulp)

Karlsborg

Pietarsaari

Rockhammar

Skärblacka

Beetham 

Frövi

Gruvön

Gävle

Cartonboard:
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billerudkorsnas.com

We challenge conventional packaging 
for a sustainable future

BillerudKorsnäs is a leading provider of  strong, light, renewable and 
recyclable packaging material. We have eight production units in Sweden, 
Finland and the UK and 4,400 employees in over 17 countries. Together 
with brand owners, converters and packaging partners all over the 
world, we create smarter packaging solutions that increase profits, 
excite millions of  consumers and contribute to a sustainable future for 
generations to come.


